Introduction
Program optimization has appeared in the framework of program compilation and includes special techniques and methods used in compiler construction to obtain a rather efficient object code. These techniques and methods constituted in the past and constitute now an essential part of the so called optimizing compilers whose goal is to produce an object code in run time, saving such computer resources as CPU time and memory. For contemporary supercomputers, the requirement of the proper use of hardware peculiarities is added. In our opinion, the existence of a sufficiently large number of optimizing compilers with real possibilities of producing "good" object code has evidently proved to be practically significant for program optimization. The methods and approaches that have accumulated in program optimization research seem to be no lesser valuable, since they may be successfully used in the general techniques of program construction, i.e. in program synthesis, program transformation and at different steps of program development. At the same time, there has been criticism on program optimization and even doubts about its necessity. On the one hand, this viewpoint is based on blind faith in the new possibilities bf computers which will be so powerful that any necessity to worry about program efficiency will disappear. This is not true: we see that new supercomputers require compilers to have new optimizing possibilities. But on the other hand, this viewpoint reflects those real restrictions and difficulties that are inherent in the current techniques of program optimization.
Objective analysis of this current state is one of the goals of this paper. The first paper devoted to program optimization as a separate area of systems programming was published in 1969 [3] . Since that time many publications have appeared. They proposed some algorithms as well as general approaches to program optimization.
In several papers (for example, [4, 36] [39, 43] , and, in a sense, this paper is a continuation. Let us make some general remarks arising from the publications above. Modern optimization techniques implemented in existing optimizing compilers are based on automatic execution of some actions which must improve the object code according to a predefined criteria. If these actions are significant for any hardware architecture, the optimization is called machine-independent.
If they are intended for a particular architecture and machine language, the optimization is machine-dependent. These actions may be oriented not to a concrete architecture but to a class of computer architectures; in this case the optimization is called machine-oriented.
As a rule, these actions, especially for machine-independent optimizations, are expressed by optimizing transformations on some internal language. The list of such transformations is fixed for a particular compiler, and context conditions allowing an action are defined for each transformation.
These conditions combine both the predefined optimization criteria and the requirement to preserve the program invariants, i.e. the meaning of the program as a whole, after executing the transformation.
Context conditions take into consideration the dependencies between program fragments and objects. It is possible to distinguish several kinds of optimizations: local optimization when these dependencies are given only for one elementary statement or, in the best case, for a linear block; quasilocal optimization when they are considered for a program segment with a rather simple control structure, e.g., hammok, loop body, bodies of nested loops etc., and, finally, global optimization when these dependencies are evaluated for the program as a whole. These dependencies are evaluated during a program pow analysis that is either embedded into the corresponding transformation algorithms or may be realized separately at a special stage preceding the execution of optimizing transformations or actions. Since in the case of global optimization the expenditures for flow analysis may be significant, transformation factorization should be used. Factorization consists of reducing the global optimization to a quasilocal one which is applied to some hierarchy of program control structures representing the whole program. 2.1.
Estimation of the optimizing effect
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[45] presents the measurements for the ALPHA-6 compiler with Algol 60 extension as an input language. Forty-six short programs were measured which were mainly library procedures.
One of the principal goals of this study was an estimation of the loop optimzation effect. In summary, loop cleaning, strength reduction, register allocation for control variables and index expression in the loops are usually referred to as loop optimization.
These are all quasilocal. The optimization effects on CPU time and memory size based on the measurements of [45] are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. They are distributed according to the level of effect and the average effects are shown. " To show that the essential effect in CPU time does not contradict with the effect in memory size, the effect on memory size is shown in parentheses. On the basis of these measurements it is seemingly possible to make the following conclusions:
(1) Although the optimizing effect is visible on average, it is very different for different programs: approximately a third of the programs are practically unoptimized, a third have a visible effect, some more than a third of programs have an essential effect and only in a few cases is this effect large.
(2) Optimization reliability is always reached; for all the programs the effect is not less than one.
(3) Since these measurements are related to (a) small programs and (b) library (i.e., carefully written) programs, the effect should be apparently increased for medium and large programs being typical programmers' production.
(4) There is no answer to the question of optimization cost; what expenditure is necessary to attain such effects (note that these expenditures depend on effects in a small degree, because the expenditures exist for the programs with invisible effects).
2.2.
In Although the FOREX's authors modestly considered the optimization to be local, in fact it was quasilocal. Evaluated CPU time effects are shown in the same style as previously in Tables 3-S. It should be noted exhaustive.
In Table 6 , we show the "underoptimization" effect which is the ratio of the CPU time of the optimized program to that of the program written by hand. For three last programs with visible "underoptimization" effect we show the optimizing effect obtained in parentheses. The effect is highly visible but should be more. The authors [S] answered why this was so. In the first example the complex Boolean expression was not optimized, in the second one the fact that the value of the loop control variable was unused outside the loop was not taken into consideration; in the third one such properties of the arithmetic operator as commutativity and associability
were not considered. We may note that some optimizing compilers take the last two possibilities into account, so this "underoptimization" effect would seem to be removed for such compilers, but the context conditions for the values of the loop control variable should be globally defined.
On the base of these measurements we may conclude that: (1) The difference in the optimizing effects is confirmed: for loop optimizations this difference is the same as above, for common subexpression elimination the number of practically unoptimized programs increases to two thirds of all the programs but when CSE and LO are simultaneously implemented, the unoptimized programs make up only 13%: this is visible, but a small percentage.
(2) The optimization is reliable as above. (3) The common optimizing effect increases: about two thirds of all the programs have an essential effect because the measured programs are closer to the average programmer's production and the list of program optimizations is wider than above. we shall evaluate the optimizing effects in time and memory for each level with respect to the preceding one (for level 0 these effects are the same optimizing effects as above), the total effects for level 2, compile-time degradation coefficient as the ratio of compile-time for some level to compile-time for the preceding one (level 0 we shall estimate with respect to the lack of optimization) and total coefficient for level 2 with respect to unoptimized compilation.
The results are shown in Table 7 for four measured programs P, , Pz, P3 and Pd. In [13], there is no comparison with programs written by hand, but it is noted that the body (and run time, respectively) in the inner loop of P, may be decreased 1.5 times by taking into account commutativity and associativity of the operations.
It is possible to say that the source program size is medium and correlation of their sizes VI: V2: V3: V, is 5:2:4: 1 if V, is taken to be equal to 1.
On the basis of these measurements it is seemingly possible to make the following conclusions (with restrictions connected with a small number of measured programs) :
(1) For all the programs the optimizing effects are at least visible (effects in memory are essential in all cases). This should be expected because the set of optimizations is much greater than above.
(2 . (5) During global optimization, the compile-time is significantly increased, but its repeated execution has no visible influence on this parameter, because the flow analysis may be carried out only once if the flow analysis results may be corrected after a transformation.
(6) Global optimization criteria are such that these optimizations are not completely reliable: in two cases (P, and PJ an increase in run-time effect is accompanied by a decrease in memory effect.
(7) One iteration of global optimization is apparently exhaustive, but it is difficult to give a decisive answer due to the relatively small number of measurements and limited size of the programs in [13].
2.4.
An optimizing Ada-compiler has been analyzed in [44] . Unlike the research quoted above, the measurements were made in a special benchmark consisting of well-known comparatively small programs with computational (as above) and combinatorial character. The optimization set is rather rich and has no machine-dependent optimizations; some optimization are global. There are many interesting remarks and measurements in this paper: the individual contribution of each optimization, execution order, influence of interprocedural flow analysis, merits of internal tree representation for the program optimization, etc. We shall not discuss these problems in depth, but present in Table 8 only the results concerning optimizing the run-time effect for each program (it seems that the average effect is not interesting because the programs belong to very different application domains). We may remark that the first four programs are essentially recursive. The memorysize effect for separate programs was not measured; the total effect for this benchmark was 1.5, i.e. essential. From these results and other measurements in [44] it is possible to conclude: (1) The optimizing effect changes from visible for combinatorial problems to essential for computational and similar problems. (2) The stability of unessential but visible effects for combinatorial problems apparently shows that the classical optimization set is steady for computational problems (in the preceding paragraphs all the problems were computational), but has no good conformity with the combinatorial programs.
(3) A small optimizing effect for recursive problems seems to be expected. (4) There is no distinct separation between quasilocal and global optimizations, but they essentially contribute to the optimizing effect in contrast to machineindependent (but machine-oriented) local optimizations. (5) All optimizations are reliable (the effect is not less than 1).
2.5.
Now we shall turn to the results in [31] . The authors proposed a method to estimate the optimizing properties of compilers. Taking the classic set of optimizing transformations: constant propagation, local and global common subexpression elimination, code motion, machine-independent loop optimization, dead code elimination etc., they estimated the weighing observed for each construction in an empirical study of programming style. The number of iterations of each of these constructions in the proposed benchmark is equal to this weight. The benchmark consisted of two equivalent parts: optimizable and non-optimizable. The first part was subject to optimizing transformations by the compiler, and the the second part all transformations were made "by hand" in the source text. The effect of "underoptimization" was measured as the ratio of the execution time of the object program produced by the optimizable part after optimizing transformations to that of the program produced by the non-optimizable part. This effect is average for a compiler, because the optimization weight corresponds to the statistical frequency of the construction in the real program flow.
The "underoptimization" effect was measured for several well-known compilers and languages: Fortran (6 compilers), C (7 compilers), Pascal (4 compilers) and Basic (1 compiler).
The following results were obtained: four Fortran compilers had practically invisible effects (they ranged from 1.1 to 1.3), for two Fortran compilers the effect was visible (from 1.8 to 2.0). One C compiler had the effect equal to 1.35, three C compilers had effects from 1.45 to 1.6, two C compilers had effects close to 2 (1.9 and 1.95), and one C compiler had effect equal to 3.1. Thus, the underoptimization effect for the C compilers was at least visible in almost all the cases and was sufficient in one case. Two Pascal compilers had visible but small effects (1.4 and 1.5) and two others had sufficient effects (2.0 and 2.35). The only Basic compiler had visible effect equal to 1.8.
According to the' results of the measurements we may come to the following conclusions:
(1) Judging by the wide range of the measured effects and assuming, in the worst case, the maximal "underoptimization" effect values to be obtained by compilers without optimization facilities, we may say that implementation of the traditional set of optimizing transformations decreases the execution time 2-3 times. (2) As was expected, the richer the language, the greater the optimization effect: the difference between the object program execution time for optimizing and nonoptimizing Fortran and Basic compilers is less than that for Pascal and C. Although optimization is not always needed, and the expenses on its execution are not always paid, the fact that a number of properly optimizing Fortran compilers (i.e. compilers with small "unredoptimization" effect) is more than that for the C and Pascal languages, while the effect of C and Pascal program optimization is higher than that of Fortran programs, allows us to conclude that the number of optimizing compilers is smaller than is necessary.
Problems and difficulties of program optimization
The measurements and estimations considered above are interesting in themselves and speak in favour of program optimization, but we shall use them further, as well as other aspects of the problem of optimizing compiler application to reveal existing problems and difficulties of program optimization.
3.1.
In the previous examples the optimizing effect was always more than 1, i.e., no programs were pessimized (Abrahams [l] 
3.2.
The program transformations in optimizing compilers are executed automatically; the same optimization set is applied to any program in the same sequence (with the exception that one or several optimizing transformations may be forbidden by a user). The set of optimizations to be realized and context conditions for optimizing compilers are chosen with orientation to the mass implementation, i.e., optimizations should be implemented in a large number of programs and context conditions should be constructively proved at an acceptable cost for all programs automatically. Thus, Boolean expression optimization is absent in the optimization set (see Section 2.2) because there are usually no complex Boolean expressions in computational programs. And similarly, these programs have no recursive procedures, so special recursive procedure transformations are not needed in the typical optimization set (see Section 2.4). Such an approach, on the one hand, sets the user free from the necessity to know something about optimization, but, on the other hand, does not allow the user to change this set or to define deeper context conditions. Each programmer who participated in optimizing compiler construction and had contact with users, knows that users exist who do not care for the fact that the programs are essentially optimized on average, but are very indignant at the fact that a compiler did not see "obvious" optimizing possibilities in their "native" programs. This is especially noticeable for supercomputers, where the cost of such omission becomes very high 3.3.
In quite rare cases commercial optimizing compilers may produce optimized programs not equivalent to the source ones, which may result in discouraging situations for users (for example, abend in correct programs). It more often occurs because programmers do not provide correct ground for the context conditions of all optimizing transformations and make decisions based on intuition rather than on theoretical investigations.
However in the intuitive approach the context conditions may turn out to be incorrect or too rough (the latter decreases the possibility of transformations in many cases). It is worth noting, that intuition does not always help to find the best order of transformation application, if the set of optimizations is very large.
3.4.
The cost of program optimization was discussed above with respect to the CPU time, while the other aspect of the problem, i.e., the labour-consuming character of optimizing compiler development is no less significant. Wulf noted as early as 1980 [48] that the number of optimizing compilers is insufficient because it is much more difficult to construct an optimizing compiler than a simple non-optimizing one (deficiency of optimizing compilers has been also proved by the results of measurements given in Section 2.5). There are several reasons for such deficiency. Insertion of special techniques and algorithms oriented to flow analysis and optimization into context analysis and code generation makes the implementation of these phases much more difficult and, what is especially important, destroys the conceptual comprehensibility of the algorithms. Taking this effect into account, in several experimental optimizing compilers, optimization is implemented as a separate phase (see, for example [5] and [20]), which allows this phase as well as all other phases to be made clearer. This approach is still rarely used in commercial optimizing compilers.
While implementation of the majority of program optimizations does not depend on a source language and, for machine-independent implementations, it is not related to the object computer, it is practically impossible to transfer the optimization algorithms from one compiler to another, even when they have the same input language. This is connected to unjustified differences in optimizing compilation schemes and quite insignificant distinctions of internal program representation. The problems of unification and standardization of internal representation are far from being solved. Automatic compiler construction methods are rarely used in the practice of optimizing compiler development.
There is a relatively small amount of research works devoted to validation of the choice of context conditions and of the order of transformation application.
3.5.
The users often "reproach" optimizing compilers with unexpected changes in the structure of the program, so conventional debugging facilities that usually report the history of program execution produce results that are hardly possible to correlate with the source program. It should be stressed that just various transpositions and removals of the statements being, as a rule, machine-independent, produce the effect mentioned above and remain unknown to the author of the program. Although it is, in principle, possible to inform the programmer about such changes, no optimizing compilers do it.
Program optimization prospects
During the last ten years the direction of program optimization research was rather truthfully defined. On the basis of the achievements in program optimization gained in the 1960s and 1970s and taking into account the real problems and difficulties that appeared both in research and applications, we may consider these directions to be dependent upon the usage of the approaches and methods that proved to be efficient in other areas of system programming and to be dependent on overcoming the difficulties in conventional areas of program optimization applications, i.e., compiling systems for traditional and new computer architectures.
4.1.
Optimization of programs for traditional high-level languages and von Neuman computers has been sufficiently investigated.
In the Introduction we have listed the works in which (as well as in many others) the established standard sets of optimizations and practical execution algorithms are presented. The unsolved problems in this research area are mainly technological, they are related to either the technology of optimizing processor development or the technology of processor application. As was mentioned above, one of the main difficulties in program optimization lies in the labour-consuming character of optimizing compiler design. There are several ways to solve this problem connected with different technological approaches. One of them consists of defining a clear standard scheme to implement an optimization for a particular language or class of languages. Two kinds of optimizing compilers should be distinguished for this purpose. The first kind is represented by a compiler with quasilocal and local optimization. As the measurements of Section 2 show, such a compiler providing loop and indexed expression optimization, economy of expressions, local constant evaluation, sufficiently developed means for machine-dependent optimization and several optimizations depending on input language, reaches the limit of the possibility of optimizing a large number of programs and may be automatically used in mass applications.
The machine-independent optimization in such compilers may be implemented in one or two separate scans of the program obtained after context analysis, if some additional attributes corresponding to flow analysis have been evaluated in the context analysis. Machine-dependent optimization may be done during code generation by means of the pipe-line technique. A comparatively small set of only those optimizations whose mass application is justified allows the optimizing pass implementation to be rather simple and efficient. The algorithms of this pass to a larger extent depend on the representation of the program attribute tree rather than on the input language.
The second kind is represented by a compiler oriented to execution of a large number of global optimizations.
Optimizing part of such a compiler is rather difficult and works very slowly, especially in flow analysis. It seems to be natural to separate the optimizing part of this compiler from the proper compiler and implement it as a relatively isolated optimizing processor. This processor may be language-independent and embedded into a multilanguage compiling system [50] Raising the level of program reusability seems to be useful in optimizing compiler construction in no lesser degree than in the general technology of program construction. But the reuse is possible only after unification of data representation (in our case optimized programs play the role of such data). Here the above-mentioned problem of internal representation of the program is raised again. Examples of such unifications are known: the DIANA language [ 161 that was suggested as a common basis for all ADA processors, and the Internal Language of the BETA system [50] which is one and the same for a wide class of input languages. During optimization the modern technology of programming system construction strictly connected with modularization should be taken into account. Optimization should also be done module by module, in the process of module occurrence and with regard to the connections between the modules. It is worth noting that the relations (dependencies) being defined by data flow analysis in compilers for conventional computers are insufficient for context conditions of such transformations.
Data dependencies that correspond to special vector operations [49] or bind data being calculated inside the loops [6] become essential. Efficient application of such transformations requires interprocedural flow analysis [ll] ; the necessity for this has been mentioned above.
So, there exists a large number of results concerning transformation of sequential (mainly, Fortran) programs into efficient supercomputer programs and a number of vectorizers and optimizing compilers that use these results. There are interesting measurements
[33] which show vectorizing possibilities for existing Fortrancompilers for supercomputers to be rather rich and which estimate the importance of different optimizations for these architectures. But some problems to be investigated in this direction still remain. There are no exact measurements to show how exhaustive the transformations being applied are, how close the program being received is to the most efficient program for a given supercomputer.
Optimizing transformations for supercomputers have a number of special features making them different from conventional transformations for sequential computers. Thus, they depend on computer architecture to a greater extent. They include a large number of contradicting transformations: for example, loop merging and loop separation may seem to be equally useful. This requires defining a sufficiency of subtle context conditions of transformations which are restructured for any particular program and separating, in a reasonable way, machine dependency and machine independency.
When transforming sequential programs it is necessary to find program dependencies and to restructure the program on their basis. It seems however, that under non-procedural definitions, i.e., specification of computational problems, these dependencies are more obvious than in a sequential program constructed according to the specifications, and program synthesis by specification together with special transformations provide a more optimal supercomputer program than restructure of a sequential program, where some relations visible from the specification cannot be automatically found. Further investigations in this direction will seemingly make a major contribution to supercomputer program optimization. Studies in optimizing transformations of truly parallel programs are far from complete. Optimization of programs written in parallel and vector languages is a promising research area, especially as there exists the trend towards incorporating operations over composite data into sequential languages, from Alpha, Algol68, PL/l to Ada, Fortran 8X and other modern languages. with the user, of fundamental correctness of the main requirements and decisions. But efficiency of the prototypes obtained in such a way is very far from allowing their usage on a mass scale. To be widely used, the prototype should be transformed into an efficient program. This program may be constructed by means of transformations, but the choice of the transformations together with the order of their application depends on a specification being transformed and requires significant intellectual effort. In this case, using transformation definition facilities and transformation execution tools, a programmer himself controls the transformation of the source program. This research area has been called transformational synthesis. 
